Your Office anywhere

With Office 365 Business, familiar tools like Word, Excel, Powerpoint, and Outlook are available where and when you need them.

Collaboration simplified

Since your files are stored online, you can share them with anyone, even co-author in real time no matter where you are.

Always-up-to-date tools

OneDrive for Business stores files online, so they’re always in sync and up to date. Office applications are always the latest version too.

Always have the latest versions of:

Office 365 encompasses a number of different Microsoft services, some of which are cloud-based and some of which are not. These services come in a number of different combinations depending upon which specific package you select.

- Hosted Exchange email
- Full Office licensing for up to 5 workstations
- Full Office experience on up to 5 mobile devices
- Online versions of Office
- OneDrive file storage and sharing
- SharePoint collaboration tool
- Skype for Business
- Yammer corporate social network

Office on:

- PCs
- Tablets
- Mobile Phones

Office 365

- ProPlus
- Enterprise E1
- Enterprise E3
- Enterprise E5

Get Office 365 for free

It’s not a drill! Students and teachers are eligible for Office 365 for education, which includes Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and more—completely free. Sign up today and download it now.

Save time and be successful with your free Office

- Organize in one place
- Engage in new ways
- Individualize learning
- Collaborate without boundaries
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Benefits of X10 Networks Services for Microsoft Office 365

Reduce risks of performance bottleneck with our assessment and performance analysis services.

Improve user experience with performance baseline, history and network monitoring to identify and troubleshoot network performance issues.

Increase user acceptance and confidence leveraging industry best security and monitoring services to identify and remediate threads.

Provide confidence and assurance that data is protected for eDiscovery and archival requirements.

Performance analysis: 20% of organizations using Office 365 report services performance challenges and 12% cite insufficient service availability. We will ensure proper planning, assessing and sizing for growth of your network and WAN environment.

Office 365 flexible deployment options: Whether you need an on premise, cloud and hybrid approach, our assessment services will ensure the right deployment model for your business needs.

Performance tuning: To ensure users get the best experience possible, our team will create a baseline and performance history and a performance troubleshooting plan to ensure the best possible Office 365 user experience.

Security and control: Office 365 allows users access to applications and corporate documents anywhere so having control of how users access the internet with proper security policies is imperative. We design and manage your security to ensure your organization is always protected.

Ongoing support and maintenance: We will ensure your network infrastructure is at optimum performance levels and staff have the best possible User Experience, with our on-going monitoring and support of your network and WAN.
Unified Security Management (USM) Anywhere Solution provides security and compliance monitoring solution to protect Office 365 users from data loss or leakage, data privacy, unauthorized access and more.

Our solution collects events and give visual reporting dashboards and user-centric views. Events in Office 365 are correlated with the latest threat intelligence services to empower you to accurately and fully detect threats.

- Asset Discovery
- Vulnerability Assessment
- Intrusion Detection
- Behavioral Monitoring
- SIEM

Securing Enterprise Office 365 with FortiMail Solution enhances current Microsoft security. Microsoft has done a first class job with a complete solution that is easy to adopt and includes built-in layers of security starting with physical security that is world-class. They layer on top that, DDoS encryption, anti-malware and critical security capabilities.

FortiMail complements Office 365 Security with next-generation protection and compliance.

Runs as an appliance on the Microsoft Cloud for near-instantaneous processing on the cloud.

- Anti-spam and anti-phishing
- Breach detection and prevention
- Reactive and proactive testing
- Granular-level details on threats – including notifications on emails/docs that have been cleansed
- Identify-based encryption

Data Protection for Microsoft Office 365 Email
FortiMail complements Office 365 Security with next-generation protection and compliance.

Deploying FortiMail as an appliance on the Microsoft Cloud gives near-instantaneous processing and adds the following essential services:

- Reduce time and effort needed to find and restore email data
- Protect against data lost that are not covered by Microsoft
- Provide the capability to backup Office 365 email, restore email/calendars/contacts and eDiscovery of archived email messages